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Implementation of the New Law for Registration and  
Continuing Teacher and Leader Education Requirements 



New Registration and Continuing Teacher and Leader 
Education (CTLE) Statutory Requirements 
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 3 main areas of the new law:  

 

 Registration: Any holder of a teaching certificate in the 
classroom teaching service, teaching assistant (Level III) 
certificate or an educational leadership certificate that is 
valid for life must register with the Department every 5 years 

 

 Individuals who hold a professional certificate must complete 
100 hours of CTLE 

 

 The Department must approve CTLE providers. 

 



Who Does the New Law Affect? 
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Registration Requirement CTLE Requirement 

Permanent classroom 
teachers/educational leaders  

 
 

Professional classroom 
teachers/educational leaders 

  

Teaching Assistant Level III   



The New Continuing Teacher and Leader Education 
(CTLE) Law and Requirements 
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§ 3006-A requires that during each 5 year 
registration period beginning on or after July 1, 
2016, an applicant for registration shall 
successfully complete a minimum of 100 hours 
of  continuing teacher and leader education, as 
defined by the Commissioner.  

 

 



What the New CTLE Statute Requires 
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Who has to complete CTLE: 

 Holders of a Professional classroom teacher or leader certificate that are 
registered and are employed in a school district or Board of Cooperative 
Educational Services (BOCES). 

 Holders of a Teaching Assistant Level III certificate that are registered and 
are employed in a school district or Board of Cooperative Educational 
Services (BOCES). 

 

Statute: 

“Any certificate holder who is not practicing as a teacher, teaching assistant or 
educational leader in a school district or board of cooperative educational 
services shall be exempt from the continuing teacher and leader education 
requirement upon the filing of a written statement with the department 
declaring such status.”  

 

Any of the certified individuals (above) who do not satisfy the CTLE 
requirements shall not practice until they have met such requirements and 
have been issued a registration or conditional registration certificate. 

 

 



CTLE Requirement 
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100 hours during each five year registration period. 

 

 If the requirement is not met by the reregistration date: 

 

 Hours may be adjusted for health, military and other good 
cause. 

 Conditional registration may be issued to allow the certificate 
holder more time to meet the CTLE requirement. 

 If the certificate holder does not pursue one of the above 
options, per the statute, the certificate holder will not be 
registered and cannot practice in a school district or BOCES. 



New Statutory Definition of CTLE 
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“Activities designed to improve the teacher or leader's 
pedagogical and/or leadership skills, targeted at 
improving student performance, including but not 
limited to formal continuing teacher and leader 
education activities. Such activities shall promote the 
professionalization of teaching and be closely aligned 
to district goals for student performance which meet 
the standards prescribed by regulations of the 
commissioner.”  

 



Continuing Teacher and Leader Education 
to Address the Diversity of our School Districts 
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 As part of the implementation of the statutory CTLE requirements, the Department 
will explore opportunities to provide focused assistance and guidance to ensure 
that districts which lack capacity to provide high quality professional development 
are supported. 

 
 Pilot regional partnerships that can support a school district’s work in delivering high 

quality professional development that holds value to the teachers and leaders in a 
district, school building and classroom. 

 Work more closely with persistently failing school districts to ensure the CTLE the 
teachers and leaders are receiving is relevant and targeted to their identified needs 
and, most importantly, results in changes in classroom work that improves student 
outcomes. 

 Identify and explore the most successful work that districts employed under the STLE 
grant. How barriers were removed and constructive working partnerships were 
developed between teachers and coaches. Also, how effective professional 
development was embedded in the day-to-day work  of teachers and leaders under 
the STLE grant.  
 

*Note that implementing these recommendations is incumbent on receiving additional 
funding. 



Current Process for a District  
Professional Development 
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 Currently every district and BOCES has to have a professional 
development (PD) plan as set forth in Commissioner’s 
Regulations, Section100.2(dd). 

 Each district approves the professional development that the 
certificate holder counts towards his/her PD requirements 
based on the district’s PD plan. 

 The administration is required to upload into the TEACH 
system the number of hours completed for each certificate 
holder.    

 Every Professional or Teaching Assistant Level III certificate 
holder currently has a professional development period 
established in TEACH. 



Statutory Requirement for Providers of CTLE  
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To fulfill the continuing teacher and leader education 
requirement, programs must be taken from providers 
approved by the department, which shall include but 
not be limited to school districts, pursuant to the 
regulations of the commissioner. 

 

The department shall issue rigorous standards for 
courses, programs, and activities, that shall qualify as 
continuing teacher and leader education pursuant to 
this section. 

 

 



CTLE Standards 
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The Department recommends requiring CTLE sponsors to meet 
the following Professional Development Standards 
 Professional Development standards can be found at: 

http://www.highered.nysed.gov/tcert/resteachers/pd.html  
 
Ensuring Consistent High Quality Professional Development 
Leading to Increased Student Achievement 
 
Standard 1:  Designing Professional Development 

 Professional development design is based on data, is derived 
from the experience, expertise and needs of the recipients, 
reflects best practices in sustained job-embedded learning, and 
incorporates knowledge of how adults learn. 
 

http://www.highered.nysed.gov/tcert/resteachers/pd.html
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Standard 2:  Content Knowledge and Quality Teaching  

 Professional development expands all educators’ 
content knowledge and the knowledge and skills 
necessary to provide developmentally appropriate 
instructional strategies and assess student progress. 

Standard 3:  Research-based Professional Learning 

 Professional development is research-based and 
provides educators with opportunities to analyze, apply, 
and engage in research. 

Standard 4:  Collaboration 

 Professional development ensures that educators have 
the knowledge, skill, and opportunity to collaborate to 
improve instruction and student achievement in a 
respectful and trusting environment. 
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Standard 5:  Diverse Learning 

 Professional development ensures that educators have 
the knowledge and skill to meet the diverse needs of all 
students. 

Standard 6:  Student Learning Environments 

 Professional development ensures that educators have 
the knowledge and skill to create safe, secure, 
supportive, and equitable learning environments for all 
students. 

Standard 7:  Parent, Family and Community Engagement 

 Professional development ensures that educators have 
the knowledge, skills, and opportunity to engage and 
collaborate with parents, families, and other community 
members as active partners in children’s education.  
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Standard 8:  Data-driven Professional Practice 

 Professional development uses disaggregated student 
data and other evidence of student learning to 
determine professional development learning needs and 
priorities, to monitor student progress, and to help 
sustain continuous professional growth. 

Standard 9:  Technology 

 Professional development promotes technological 
literacy and facilitates the effective use of all 
appropriate technology. 

Standard 10:  Evaluation 

 Professional development is evaluated using multiple 
sources of information to assess its effectiveness in 
improving professional practice and student learning. 



CTLE Providers 
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Must meet the CTLE standards in the statute. 

 

The following are proposed as providers in the draft 
regulations: 

 School districts 

 BOCES 

 Teacher Centers 

 NYS Institutions of Higher Education (IHEs) 

 Professional Organizations/Unions 

 Any other entity approved by the Department 

 



Stakeholder Input 
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By email dated February 10, 2016, the Department 
sought guidance from stakeholders in the field on key 
components of the draft regulations, including: 

 NYSUT 

 UFT 

 NYSSBA 

 NYSCOSS 

 District Superintendents  



Questions Presented for Stakeholder Input 
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Definition of Practicing: Ed. Law 3006(3)(c) requires any certificate holder 
who is not engaging in the practice of his or her profession in this state and 
does not desire to register to advise the department and such they shall not 
be subject to penalties for failure to register.   

 Ed. Law 3006-a(1)(d) states that any certificate holder not practicing as a 
teacher, teaching assistant or educational leader in a school district or 
board of cooperative educational services in this state shall be exempt 
from the CTLE requirement.   

 How should practicing be defined for registration and CTLE 
purposes.  Should practicing mean the certificate holder is employed in an 
applicable school for any amount of days or should the 90 days of regular 
employment, as per attached regulation, which is attempted to mirror the 
requirements in the old 80-3.6 (a)(1) be the definition of practicing? 

 



Questions Presented for Stakeholder Input 
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Timing of Registration:  

 Does the timing of registration for registration work in 80-6.2 (c) and 
(d)?  Under the regulation, as written all current certificate holders must 
apply for initial registration during their month of birth in the 2016-2017 
school year and each 5-year period thereafter.  New certificate holders will 
be required to apply for initial registration 30 days from issuance of 
certificate and shall re-register each succeeding fifth birthday month 
thereafter and each birthday month every five year period thereafter. 

Resuming Practice:  

 For teachers that become inactive, and then resume practice in an 
applicable school, should such teachers be required to complete some 
additional CTLE before practicing again? 

 



Questions Presented for Stakeholder Input 
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Sponsor Approval:  

 What types of entities should be approved sponsors?  Who 
should be required to pay for approval as a sponsor?    

Professional Development Plans:  

 Should school districts/BOCES still be required to submit 
professional development plans under 100.2(dd) of the 
Commissioner’s Regulations or should this provision be 
repealed? And should SED just include a provision in the 
proposed regulation which states that school districts are 
required to make available a sufficient amount of CTLE for all 
certificate holders in the district to be able to obtain the 
required amount of CTLE during the school year? 

 


